where w(z, y, t) = e'(CJ 1 Z+ CJ 21/)w(t). For a = 0, the system (1 3) is hyperbolic and all solutions w of (1 4) are of the form w = 2:, e>'Jlw,(O) where ,\ is purely imaginary. For a> 0 the natural conjecture is that the enthalpy damping helps by pulhng the '\, into the left half of the complex plane. We show that of the four elgenvalues'\, for any pair (W"W:l), one eigenvalue always remams on the imagmary axIS, so the system (13) the numerical solutIOn Un wlll go to zero as n -> 00 because the eigenvalues of A are con tamed in the interior of the stabillty regIOn of the method Furthermore, the eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue i'\l will decay slowest because its dampmg factor IS closest to 1 Thus If the matrix A. is somehow modified so that the eigenvalue'\l moves to the left, such that the modified eigenvalue is farther from 1 in the complex plane than the original eigenvalue, and such that all the other eigenvalues are unchanged, then the numerical solution of the modified system Will decay to zero faster than the numerical solution of the original system In section 4 we attempt to show that roughly the same phenomenon occurs with the Euler equations and an exphcit multistage integration scheme (I e , the eigenvectors obstructmg the convergence are associated with eigenvalues which are moved to the left when enthalpy damping is used) Thus, even though one of the eigenvalues does not move off the imagmary axis, the convergence rate can stili Improve An attempt IS made to quantify the improvement in convergence rate and to find an optimal dampmg parameter cr The major omiSSion of thiS work IS the neglect of numerical dissipation. The numerical scheme IS actually an approximatIOn not to (11) , but to
where D IS a diSSipatIOn operator (e g, a blend of second-and fourth-order dissipatIOn terms) The mclusion of a diSSipatIOn term makes the analYSIS much more cumbersome, a pomt which will be touched on again If an analysis mcludmg the dissipation term could be carried out, results more relevant to the performance of the computer codes could be obtamed
The author has had the benefit of severallliuminatmg discussions With Ell Turkel m the course of this and J dp/p = ')'P/lb -1) 
Usmg thiS m place of the first equation of (22) and recombmmg mto conservation form, one obtams the system of equatIOns
If the entropy equatlOn IS used as the fourth equation of (22), recombmmg mto conservatlOn form produces a different fourth equatIOn m l29) Then (29) IS replaced by
In the next section we will analyze a general form of enthalpy damping which includes both (29) and (210). (210) In summary, for subsoDlc lrrotatlOnal flow, systems (29) and (210) give rise (locally) to the telegraph equation whlle the system (21) gives nse (locally) to the wave equatlOn. Furthermore, we may hope that steady states of (29) and (210) are steady states of (2 I), and vice versa. It is clear that any steady state of (2 1) is also a steady state of (2.9) and (210) (since steady states of (21) have constant enthalpy). It is not clear that steady states of (29) are steady '!tates of (21). It IS true, however, that steady solutions of (210) have enthalpy constant along streamhnes, henre if flow conditions are uniform at upstream mflmty then steady solutIOns of (2 10) have enthalpy constant everywhere, hence steady solutions of (2 10) are also steady solutions of (21). To see that steady solutlOns of (2 10) have enthalpy constant along streamlines, multiply the first equation of (2 10) by H and subtract the result from the fourth equation of (2 10). Ifthe time derivatives are zero one finds that uH % + vHy = 0, hence H is constant along streamhnes
In place of the fourth equation of (2.9) we can use (2.11) which IS obtained by multiplying the first equation of (2.9) by Hoo and subtracting from the last equation of (2.9).
It IS suggested by Jameson, Schmidt, and Turkel (Ref. 1) that a forcing term apH(H -Hoo) in the fourth equatIon of (2 9) "can be destabilizing," and it is suggested that this term be replaced with a(H -Hoo). The computer codes seen by thiS author use a forcing term ap(H -Hoo) in (211); i.e., E -Hoo IS replaced by 1 in the fourth term of (2 11). ThIS ad hoc fix seems undesirable, if only on dimensional grounds. One of the purposes of this paper is to rationally derive a reasonable form for the forcing term in the energy equation, thereby clearing up some of the confusion that seems to eXist. where A, B, C are the Jacobian matrices of t, J, and }(, respectively We will study thiS variable coeffiCient system by freeZing the coeffiCients at an arbitrary (zo, Yo) ThiS gives the constant coefficient problem
}( = (p(H -H oo ), pu(H -H oo ), pv(H -H oo ), ph 4 (H -
The Justification for thiS reduction is the conjecture that if all the constant coeffiCient problems (34) haH w --+ 0 as t --+ 00, then the variable coefficient problem (3 3) has w --+ 0 as t --+ 00, and that If the variable coeffiCient problem (33) has w --+ 0 as t --+ 00 then the nonlinear problem IS (locally) asymptotically stable at a steady state
With constant enthalpy This author IS not aware of any theorems which rigorously quantify these conjectures
We will analyze (3 4) by Fourier methods, take
::E a: and substitute in (34) to obtaIn the ordInary differential equation
Here take tV = eztw where z is complex and w is a constant four-vector. ThIS gives Applying the theorem with R = .(wIA + W2B) and S = aC, we see that .(w1A + W2B) + aC has an eigenvalue IWU. Thls leads to the conclusion that enthalpy dampmg cannot produce a system (3.4) whlch has solutlOns that decay to 0 as t -+ 00. This result is very general; it applies to any form of enthalpy damping for which the enthalpy dampmg term is proportional to the difference between the local enthalpy and the freestream enthalpy Indeed, if the enthalpy dampmg term in (32) IS formulated as JI = (H -Hoo)(Px{w), P2(W), P~(w), P.(w))T, then the matrix C has rank one.
We are going to further study the system of equations with enthalpy dampmg, to mvestxgate the behavior of the eigenvalues that do move off the imagmary axiS and, to find a reasonable chOIce for h. 
The 
The polynomial Po (z) is the polynomial one would obtain with no enthalpy damping; its roots are purely imaginary, which shows that the Euler equations without enthalpy damping are a hyperbolic system. (To show hyperbohcity, one also has to verify that there are linearly independent eigenvectors associated with the double zero at z = -iwU.)
It can be verified that q( -iwU) = 0; this is a consequence of the theorem stated above. 
This factors as Thus enthalpy damping leads to a differential system which has a general solution that does not decay to zero Of the four eigenvalues on the Imaginary axiS when there is no enthalpy damping, one stays on the imaginary axiS when enthalpy dampmg is introduced and three move off the Imagmary axIS The analysis suggests that the energy equatlOn With enthalpy dampmg be Written m the form
The eigenvalues that move off the Imaginary axiS move mto the left half-plane provided that k > 1 and u 2 + v 2 < c 2 It is appropriate here to comment on the missing factor in the analysis, the dissipation term Going back to (1.7), take a dissIpation term of the form D(w) = (a: + a;HwI, W:l, W3, pHV The point here is that the fourth component is not w., it is instead pH. This is done because the system of equations with artificial dissipation still admits steady solutions with H = Hoo. To Here the optimal k IS apparently between 2 5 and 3 5 In both cases It is clearly difficult to Improve on the Original code ThiS author beheves the excellent convergence behaVIOr of the unmodified code may be explamed as follows.
The energy equation enthalpy dampmg term in the unmodified code comes from dlscretIzing Ie, thiS equatIOn IS used m place of the fourth equation of (2 9). In terms of the partial differential equation system, an eqUIvalent equation IS obtained by multiplymg the first equation of (2 9) by Hoo and adding to this, obtaining
In the notation of (32), Ii. 
2 • Now, the nondlmensionahzation in the FL052 codes is such that c~ = '1, hence at freest ream conditions we would have k = 2. Thus Ii. = E + 2c2 h is roughly the same as the unmodified code; also the previously noted expenments showed k = 15m one case and k E (25,35) in the other case were near-optimal. Thus k = 2 (nearly the onginal code) would be expected to give excellent results It lS also clear that the unmodlfied code is equivalent to a code with locally varying k; this author has not expenmented wlth other forms of locally varying enthalpy damping terms.
FINITE DIFFERENCE FORMULATION WITH ENTHALPY DAMPING
The mm of this section is to study the actual finite difference implementation of enthalpy damping. The aim is to understand why enthalpy damping can be effective in practice when on the level of the partial differential equation It does not produce a system with solutions which tend to zero.
The general formulatIOn of enthalpy dampmg to be studied is as follows. Frrst spatial dlfferencing is apphed, sendmg w R to iifi := 1( w R ). Then enthalpy damping is applied, via
For example, the first equation could be taken to be "...., +,,-....,...
Notice that in this formulatIOn (the FL052 formulation) the enthalpy damping term lS in a seml-imphcit form whlch lS readlly solved for p~/l. If the enthalpy dampmg term were fully lmpliclt, it would be nonhnear m WR+l and difficult to solve
We plan to study the stabihty of (4 1 The equation (42) is eqUivalent to Let us take For the decay of perturbations about w·, it is necessary and sufficient that all eigenvalues ~ of (1 -a~tB2)P(AtL) satisfy I~I < 1 Furthermore, the asymptotic rate of decay is given by the modulus of the largest eigenvalue. For example, the explicit Euler method has P(~tL) = 1 -~tL (this is unstable); the classical fourth-order Runge-Kutta method has P(z) = 1 -z + z2/2 -z3/6 + z· /24, for which it is known that the stability condition max,IP(~,}1 < 1 becomes max,I~,1 < 2J2. Contours of IP(z)1 in the complex z-plane are shown in Figure 41 for the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method. 
Again we have a matrix of rank one, ~, and a diagonalizable matrIX P(tJ.tL) with a double eigenvalue at P(iwU), so the theorem of the previous section implies that (1 -atJ.t~)P(tJ.tL) has as one of its eigenvalues P(IWU). Thus
If this eigenvalue is the eigenvalue of maximum modulus, then enthalpy damping will not improve the convergence rate of the iteration. On the other hand, if one of the other eigenvalues IS obstructlllg the convergence, then enthalpy dampmg may help.
To help in studying this question, it is useful to diagonahze the matrix L. 
The characteristic polynomial of this matrIX vanIShes at P(IWU), and upon diVision by z -P(iwU) the characteristic polynomial becomes (wrlting ( 
Now for a given M we can graph the spectral radius vs v by using the definition of wU from (4 6) and then numerically findlllg the roots of the polynomial (45). We can further search for an optimal value of the dimensIOnless parameter atJ.te 2 by uSlllg as optimality critenon the Integral between the curves of spectral radIUS vs. v for atJ.te 2 = 0 and atJ.te 2 ~ 0, and searching far atJ.te 2 which maximizes this integral (Numerically, the composite trapezOIdal rule was used for the integration.) Two typical graphs of spectral radIUS vs. v without and with enthalpy damping are shown in Figure 42 Note that enthalpy damping has little or no effect at small CFL numbers, it is only for CFL numbers near the stabihty limit that enthalpy damping is significantly helpful For supersonic flow (M > 1), the spectral radIUS with enthalpy damping was observed to be greater than 1. In all subsonic cases investigated, the spectral radIUS With enthalpy damping was exactly the same as or slightly less than the spectral radIUS without enthalpy 1.05 Evidently there is not a sharp optimum value of aAtr?, for in the flrst case any aAtc' between 05 and 09 gives approximately the same result, while m the second case any aAtc' E (0.3,0.9) can be chosen. If the speed of ~ound is normalIzed to be ' Y at infinity (as in the FL052 codes), then our good range for adt becomes adt E (036,064) in the flrst case, and aAt E (0.21,0.64) in the second case.
CONCLUSIONS
The Euler equations with enthalpy damping can be studied as a system of partIal differential equatIOns. Lmear stabilIty analysis of the system around a state with constant enthalpy shows that not all solutions decay to zero. The analysis suggests that the enthalpy damping term in the energy equation be written as ap(E + kc 2 hHH -Hoc).
For this formulatIOn, the lInear stabilIty analysis shows stability (neutral stabilIty, i e., no eigenvalues m the open right half plane) if k ~ 1 and the flow is subsonic.
When the equations are dlscretized via an explicit multistage method, the spectral radius can be decreased by enthalpy dampmg, even though It IS again the case that one of the eigenvalues is unchanged. A numerIcal study with k = 2 revealed that aAtc' :::::! 0 5 should give good results The particular value of aAt this leads to depends on the nondlmenslOnahzatlOn of a given computer code This analysIs has not taken the diSSipatIOn term into account, because the dissipatIOn operator m the energy equatIon IS applIed to pH, not pE (so that the equations with dissipation will still have constant enthalpy at steady state), which makes the analysIs much more complIcated All the analysis shows that enthalpy dampmg should be destabllIzmg for supersOnIC flow, but in practIce enthalpy damping does not harm the convergence for the FL052 codes In the transonic range. It is probably the case that the diSSipatIOn term is effective in stabilizing the computatIon, even In locally superSOnIC regions of flow 
